Abstract. The minimum cost network flow problem, (MCNFP) constitutes a wide category of network flow problems. Recently a new dual network exterior point simplex algorithm (DNEPSA) for the MCNFP has been developed. This algorithm belongs to a special "exterior point simplex type" category. Similar to the classical dual network simplex algorithm (DNSA), this algorithm starts with a dual feasible tree-solution and after a number of iterations, it produces a solution that is both primal and dual feasible, i.e. it is optimal. However, contrary to the DNSA, the new algorithm does not always maintain a dual feasible solution. Instead, it produces tree-solutions that can be infeasible for the dual problem and at the same time infeasible for the primal problem. In this paper, we present for the first time, the mathematical proof of correctness of DNEPSA, a detailed comparative computational study of DNEPSA and DNSA on sparse and dense random problem instances, a statistical analysis of the experimental results, and finally some new results on the empirical complexity of DNEPSA. The analysis proves the superiority of DNEPSA compared to DNSA in terms of cpu time and iterations.
Introduction
The MCNFP is the problem of finding a minimum cost flow of product units, through a number of supply nodes (sources), demand nodes (sinks), and transshipment nodes. Other common problems, such the shortest path problem, the transportation problem, the transshipment problem, the assignment problem, etc., are special cases of the MCNFP. The MCNFP appears very frequently in different sectors of technology, like informatics, telecommunications, transportation, etc. Numerous real life problems can be solved, by applying network flow models as described in [2, 16] .
The MCNFP can be easily transformed into a linear programming problem, and well-known general linear programming algorithms could be applied in order to find an optimal solution. Such algorithms do not take advantage of some special features met in the MCNFP. Therefore, other special Simplex-type algorithms have been developed, such as the primal network simplex algorithm and the dual network simplex algorithm. There are also other non Simplex-type algorithms that can be used for solving the same problem as presented in [9, 26] .
This paper presents, an exterior point dual simplex-type algorithm for the MCNFP. The algorithm is named dual network exterior point simplex algorithm (DNEPSA for short) for the MCNFP. DNEPSA starts from a dual feasible treesolution and, iteration by iteration, it produces new tree-solutions closer to an optimal solution, reducing the problem's infeasibility. Contrary to the dual network simplex algorithm (DNSA for short), the tree-solution at every iteration is not necessarily dual feasible. The algorithm computes the direction towards to the dual feasible area by maintaining a direction vector d. After a number of iterations, vector d becomes equal to zero. This happens because the current tree-solution is both primal and dual feasible and therefore it is optimal. It is worth mentioning that, DNEPSA is quite different from other pivot algorithms such as the criss-cross Simplex method. This is due to the fact that, the trace of a criss-cross method is not monotonic with respect to the objective function, [11] . A primal exterior point simplex-type algorithm for the MCNFP has been recently reported in [27] . A preliminary geometrical interpretation of DNEPSA was described in [12] , while in this paper we show for the first time (i) the algorithm's mathematical proof of correctness, (ii) an encouraging comparative computational study of DNEPSA and DNSA, (iii) a statistical analysis of the experimental results, and finally (iv) some new results on the empirical complexity of DNEPSA.
Section 2 gives the notation that will be used in this paper and a short description of the MCNFP. In Section 3, the steps followed by DNEPSA are analytically described, while Section 4 shows the algorithm's mathematical proof of correctness. Section 5 presents the results of the comparative experimental analysis between DNEPSA and DNSA, and a statistical analysis of the performance evaluation follows in Section 6. Section 7 presents some new experimental results on the empirical complexity of DNEPSA. Finally, Section 8 provides some conclusions and plans for future work.
Problem statement and notation
Let G = (N, A) be a directed network that consists of a finite set of nodes N and a finite set of directed arcs A. Let n and m be the number of nodes and arcs, respectively. For each node i ∈ N , there is an associated variable b i representing the available supply or demand at that node. Node i is a supply node (source), if b i > 0. On the other hand it is a demand node (sink), if b i < 0. Finally, the node i is a transshipment node in the case that b i = 0. Moreover, we consider that the total supply is equal to the total demand, i.e., it holds i∈N b i = 0 (balanced network).
For every arc (i, j) ∈ A we have an associated flow x ij that shows the amount of product units transferred from node i to node j and an associated cost per unit value c ij . Therefore, the total cost is equal to (i,j)∈A c ij x ij , and the MCNFP is the problem of finding a flow that minimizes that total cost. We can have for the flow x ij a lower and an upper bound, l ij and u ij , respectively. This gives an additional constraint l ij ≤ x ij ≤ u ij for every arc (i, j) ∈ A. In our case, we consider that l ij = 0 and u ij = +∞, ∀(i, j) ∈ A. In other words, our algorithm is applied to the uncapacitated MCNFP. For every node i ∈ N , it has to be:
because the outgoing flow must be equal to the incoming flow plus the node's supply. Therefore, the mathematical formulation of the MCNFP is as follows:
Since i∈N b i = 0, by using formulas (2.2), it comes out that:
That means that constraints (2.2) are linearly dependent and we can arbitrarily drop out one of them. In matrix notation format the problem can be expressed as follows:
where A ∈ n×m , c ∈ m , x ∈ m and b ∈ n . Notation c T denotes the transpose of vector c. There is a set of dual variables w i , one for every node, and a number of reduced cost variables s ij , one for every directed arc. These are the variables used for the formulation of the dual problem. In matrix notation format, the dual problem has the following form:
where A ∈ n×m , c ∈ m , w ∈ n , s ∈ m , b ∈ n and I m is the unit matrix of size m. Network simplex-type algorithm starts from a basic tree-solution and compute vectors (i.e., x, w, s). If for a tree-solution T , x ij ≥ 0 for every arc (i, j) ∈ T , then that solution is said to be primal feasible. If for a tree-solution T , s ij ≥ 0 for every arc (i, j) / ∈ T then it is said to be dual feasible. A solution being both primal and dual feasible is an optimal solution. Primal network simplex-type algorithms start from a primal feasible tree-solution and they move, at every iteration, to a new primal feasible solution, until they find an optimal solution. On the other hand, dual network simplex-type algorithms start from a dual feasible tree-solution and they reach an optimal solution, by following successive dual feasible solutions.
Algorithm description
The DNEPSA, starts from a dual feasible basic tree-solution T , and after a number of iterations, it comes to a tree-solution that is both primal and dual feasible. The main difference between DNEPSA and the existing dual network simplextype algorithms, is the fact that the tree-solutions formed during the iterations of DNEPSA are not necessarily always dual feasible. In other words, DNEPSA starts from a dual solution and reaches an optimal solution by following a route consisting of solutions that do not always belong to the feasible area of the dual solution. Furthermore, DNEPSA contrary to the classical DNSA first selects the entering arc and afterwards selects the leaving arc. Finally, both entering and leaving arcs are selected using different rules for the DNEPSA and DNSA algorithms respectively.
Step 0 (Initializations). Various methods can be used to find a starting dual feasible tree-solution. An algorithm that can construct a dual feasible tree-solution for the generalized network problem (and also for pure networks) is described in [14] , and an improved version of the algorithm is presented in [20] , which gives a dual feasible solution that is closer to an optimal solution.
The starting dual feasible solution T consists of n − 1 directed arcs that form a tree. These arcs and the corresponding flows are called basic arcs and basic variables, respectively. For the non basic arcs (i, j) / ∈ T it is x ij = 0 and s ij ≥ 0, while for the basic arcs (i, j) ∈ T it is s ij = 0. The values of the dual variables w i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can be easily computed from the following equations:
In equation (3.1) we have n − 1 equations and n variables, so we can choose one of the dual variables (e.g., w 1 ) and set it equal to an arbitrary value (e.g., 0). Then, it is easy to compute the values for the rest of the dual variables. In order to compute the reduced costs s ij for the non-basic arcs (i, j), we can use the following equation:
while s ij = 0 for all the basic arcs. Next, the algorithm creates a set named I that contains the basic arcs (i, j) having negative flow and a set I + containing the rest of the arcs:
If a non-basic arc (i, j) is added into the basic tree T , then a cycle C is created. In that case, let h be the vector of orientations of all basic arcs relative to the entering arc (i, j). If an arc (u, v) in C has the same orientation as (i, j), then it is h uv = −1, otherwise it is h uv = +1. For an arc (u, v) not belonging to C, it is h uv = 0. In every iteration, DNEPSA finds out a new basic tree-solution which is probably neither primal nor dual feasible. The algorithm computes the direction towards to the feasible region of the dual problem by maintaining a direction vector d. Vector d is computed by using the following formula:
Step 1 (Test of optimality). If I = ∅, this means that the current tree-solution is optimal. Otherwise, DNEPSA creates a set named J defined as:
, then the problem is infeasible.
Step 2 (Choice of entering arc). DNEPSA uses J , to compute the following minimal ratio:
This ratio, as it is seen in (3.6), is used in order to choose the entering arc (g, h). After (g, h) is added into the basic tree T , then a cycle C is created. When a unit of product flows through C, then the value of the objective function is changed by the following amount:
where t ij equals 1 if the arcs (i, j) and (g, h) have the same orientation in cycle C, otherwise t ij = −1. By using equations (3.1) for arcs (i, j) = (g, h) and equation (3.2) we take:
Step 3 (Choice of leaving arc). In order to find the leaving arc (k, l), DNEPSA calculates the following values: Figure 1 . For the leaving arc (k, l), the subtree containing node k is denoted by T + , while the other subtree is denoted by T − . If, on the other hand, θ 1 > θ 2 , then arc (k 2 , l 2 ) is the leaving arc. In that case, we say we have a type B iteration. An arc of positive flow x kl = θ 2 is leaving and an arc with flow x gh = θ 2 is entering the basic solution, as it is seen in Figure 1 .
Step 4 (Pivoting). After finding the entering and the leaving arc, the algorithm comes to a new tree-solution, closer to an optimal solution, and iteration by iteration it finds an optimal solution. The formal description of DNEPSA, in pseudocode, follows in Algorithm 1.
Step 0 (Initializations)
Compute x, w, and s, using relations (2.1), (3.1), and (3.2) respectively 3:
Find sets I and I+, using relations (3.3)
4:
Compute vector d, using relation (3.4)
Step 1 (Test of optimality) 5: while I = ∅ do 6: Find set J , using relation (3.5)
if J = ∅ then 8: STOP. The problem 2.1 is infeasible 9:
else
Step 2 (Choice of entering arc) 10: Compute α, using relation (3.6)
11:
Choose the entering arc (g, h)
Step 3 (Choice of leaving arc) 12: Compute θ1, θ2, using relations (3.8)
13:
Choose the leaving arc (k, l)
Step 4 (Pivoting) 14 :
Update x, s, and d 16: if θ1 ≤ θ2 then 17 :
18:
end if 21: end if 22: end while 23: STOP. The problem 2.1 is optimal. 24: end procedure It is not necessary for the algorithm in every iteration to compute the values of variables x ij , s ij , and d ij or to create sets I and I + from scratch. These variables and sets can be efficiently updated from iteration to iteration. Notation x (t) ij means the flow on arc (i, j) during iteration t of the algorithm. Similar notation is used for variables s ij and d ij . After adding the entering arc into the basic tree during the t iteration, a cycle, denoted C (t) is created. For the basic arcs (i, j) ∈ T we can have the different cases, shown in Figure 2 .
In iteration t + 1, for every basic arc (i, j), flow x (Fig. 3) .
is shown in Table 1 . For the non basic arcs (i, j) / ∈ T we can also have different cases, depending on the type of iteration and the arc's position, as it is shown in Figure 3 . In iteration t + 1, the reduced costs s (t+1) ij for the non basic arcs (i, j) depend on the reduced costs in the previous iteration s (t) ij and the reduced cost for the entering arc s
gh , as it is seen in Table 1 . In a similar way, d ij values are updated, according again to Table 1 . In order to update the sets I and I + , there are two cases to be considered depending on the type of the iteration: (1) type A iteration, (2) type B iteration.
• Case 1. for a type A iteration, both sets change according to the following formulas:
• Case 2. for a type B iteration, only set I + changes according to the following formula: 
Mathematical proof of correctness
In this section analytical proof of correctness for DNEPSA algorithm, will be presented. Although, we make the assumption for all theorems that the problem is not degenerate, a practical method to avoid the bad results due to degeneracy; stalling or cycling, was applied in the implementation of DNEPSA. More precisely, DNEPSA might have to choose between two or more equally qualified arcs, at the selection of the leaving or the entering arc. This phenomenon is usually denoted as a tie. DNEPSA was implemented in such a way that it breaks the ties using the following method. A numbering was given at each arc and always the arc with the minimum index was selected, between equally qualified leaving or entering arcs. This technique is similar to the rule of Bland for the general linear programming problem. Based on our computational experience on random generated sparse and dense problems, there was not any basic tree recurrence in successive iterations using this method. Moreover, we neither observed any long sequence of arcs leaving the basic tree and entering back again repeatedly. Other practical anti-degeneracy techniques in network linear programming, can be found in [23] .
In Theorem 4.1 we prove that, for non-degerate pivots, the value of the objective function z increases strictly from iteration to iteration. This conclusion is used in Theorem 4.2, in order to prove that the algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations. Proof. Let z (t) be the value of the objective function in iteration t. We will prove that Δz = z (t+1) −z (t) > 0. As it is shown in equation (3.7), for a product unit flow the objective function value changes by Δz = s gh . For a type A iteration, the flow on the entering arc (g, h) is equal to θ 1 = −x kl > 0. By taking also into account the non-degeneracy assumption, the total change equals θ 1 s gh > 0. Similarly, for a type B iteration, the total difference is equal to θ 2 s gh > 0.
Theorem 4.2. The algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations.
Proof. In Theorem 4.1 we proved that the value of the objective function strictly increases from iteration to iteration. That is, no tree-solution will be created twice. The number of trees that can be created for a given network is finite. Therefore, DNEPSA will perform a finite number of iterations before it terminates.
In the next theorem, we prove that for every iteration, set I contains the basic arcs (i, j) of negative flow while set I + contains those of non-negative flow.
Theorem 4.3. For all iterations, if
Proof. We are going to use mathematical induction. Let's assume we have a type A iteration. For the first iteration, because of their definition, I contains the arcs having negative flow, while I + contains the arcs of the tree of non negative flow. We assume that it is true for iteration t. We'll show that it is also true for iteration t + 1. The elements of I are updated according to formula (3.9). Therefore, an arc that belongs to I during the (t + 1)th iteration, also belongs to I during the tth iteration and, because of the assumption, it is x (t) ij < 0. We need to show that x (t+1) ij < 0. By examining the cases shown in Figure 2 and the variable updates of Table 1 , we have
ij < 0 because of the assumption.
• Cases 2 and 3 : cannot hold because (g, h) ∈ I + .
• Case 4 : it is
The contents of set I + are also updated according to formula (3.9) . Arc (g, h) is the only new arc in I + and, in a similar way, we have the following cases:
• Case 3 : cannot hold obviously.
ij because of formulas (3.8), and θ 1 ≤ θ 2 because we have iteration of type A. Therefore,
In a similar way, we can prove for type B iterations that, I contains the arcs having negative flow and I + contains those of non negative flow.
The next theorem gives a property for the non basic arcs (i, j) that have negative reduced cost value. This property will be very important for the proof of the theorems that will follow.
Theorem 4.4. If for a non basic arc
Proof. We'll first prove, by using mathematical induction, the first part of the Table 1 , in order to have a negative value, it has to be s
gh . It is as follows:
In this case, from relation (4.1), it follows that s
ij < 0 then from Relation (3.6) we have:
Relation (4.2) by using (4.1) becomes:
Assume that the theorem holds for iteration t. For iteration t + 1, according to Figure 3 and Table 1 , we have the following cases:
• Case 1 : obviously the theorem holds since d
• Cases 2 and 5 : It is s
⇒ s (t) ij < 0. Thus, due to the assumption, it is d (t) ij > 0 and:
it is also:
Relation (4.3) using (4.4) becomes:
• Cases 3 and 4 :
ij < 0, then due to the assumption, it holds s
gh > 0. Thus:
We'll prove now the second part of the theorem by using again mathematical induction. We first prove that it is
Assume that this is the case for iteration t and we will show the same for iteration t + 1. For the first case of Figure 3 it is obviously
. For the rest of the cases it is:
We also have:
Relation (4.6) using (4.5) becomes:
We will now show that α (t) ≤ α (t+1) . Assume this is true for iteration t. For the first case of Figure 3 , it is obviously true. For the rest of the cases, it is as follows:
It is also:
From (4.7) and (4.8) we take:
We proved that, for every case, α (t) ≤ α (t+1) and therefore,
The next theorem proves that the algorithm keeps in touch with the dual feasible region by maintaining direction vector d. We prove that s ij + α d ij ≥ 0, for every arc (i, j). Proof. As it was shown in Theorem 4.5, y = s + αd is always dual feasible. Therefore, it satisfies the restrictions of the dual problem as it is described in matrix format in formula (2.4). So, we have:
We denote as A 
For the basic solution x B it is:
so, by formula (4.9) we have:
If we denote z and z the value of the objective function of the primal and the dual problem respectively, the last equation becomes:
(4.10)
We have d ij = 1 for the negative flows and d ij = 0 for the non-negative flows (formula (3.4) ). There is at least one negative flow because I = ∅. Therefore, x B d B < 0 and it can be seen in formula (4.10) that the objective function of the dual problem is unbounded because it increases as far as the value of α increases. The fact that the dual problem is unbounded, means that the primal problem is infeasible.
The last theorem proves that the algorithm has reached an optimal solution when I = ∅. According to Theorem 4.5 it is y = s + αd ≥ 0, so s ≥ 0. In tandem, x ≥ 0 since I = ∅. The current tree-solution is both primal and dual feasible and therefore, it is optimal.
Implementation of DNEPSA and computational results
In order to evaluate the performance of DNEPSA, we performed an experimental comparison of DNEPSA against the classic DNSA. In this section we report the numerical tests for both algorithms. These tests demonstrate the exterior point algorithms efficiency on randomly generated MCNFP instances. The MCNF problem instances were created using the well-known NETGEN generator [22] . We ran the experiments on an Intel Pentium 4, running Ubuntu 9.10 "Karmic Koala" version at 3.6 GHz processor, and 2 GB RAM DDR 2 400Mhz with the -O3 (fully optimized for speed) option. The competitive algorithms were implemented in C and compiled with the gcc compiler. The functions used for the implementation of the algorithms have been written following the same programming techniques adjusted to the special characteristics of each algorithm. We implemented the augmented thread index method (ATI method), due to Glover et al. [15] , for both algorithms. This method was chosen because it allows the fast update of the basic tree and it can also easily identify the cycle created with the addition of the entering arc. The two algorithms need an initial dual feasible solution to start from. At every execution, the same starting point was used for both algorithms. The time needed in order to find that initial solution, was included in the measurements.
Based on preliminary computational results on random generated problems [13] , DNEPSA proved to be superior to DNSA for networks of density 20%. This superiority was shown on both, the number of the iterations and on the time needed in order to find an optimal solution. This section presents a more detailed computational study, in order to estimate the efficieny of DNEPSA to both dense and sparse problem instances. More specifically five classes of instances were developed; one sparse class and four dense classes. The densities are 2%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% respectively for each class. Each class consists of six problem categories, with varying dimensions. The number of the nodes in each class, starts from 200 and is up to 700, with step equal to 100, (so this way the six, previously mentioned, categories are built). The number of the arcs depends on the class of the instance. Moreover, in each one category of the classes, ten instances have been created, in order to compute the average number of the iterations and also of the total cpu time. To conclude with, 300 MCNFP instances have been created and solved. The comparative computational results and the normalized comparative computational results, of DNEPSA and DNSA, on a number of random problem instances produced by NETGEN are presented in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. A theoretical explanation of DNEPSA's superiority against the classic DNSA, is the fact that DNEPSA can cross over the infeasible region of the dual problem and return back to it by finding an optimal solution. This behavior can lead to an essential reduction on the number of iterations. In terms of linear programming, DNEPSA computes the direction towards to the dual feasible region and, iteration by iteration, it gets closer to the primal feasible region by reducing the solution's infeasibility. The comparative study of DNEPSA and DNSA algorithms shows that, for the instances considered, the cpu time and the number of iterations for DNEPSA algorithm are lesser than the same numbers for the DNSA.
Statistical analysis of the performance evaluation
In order to gain insight into the performance evaluation a statistical analysis is needed, as also shown in [7, 24, 25] . The results of this statistical analysis were based on IBM PASW Statistics v.19, and are presented in this Section in order to improve and strengthen our experimental results. Typically, an increase or decrease in the running time leads to an increase or decrease in the variance respectively. This can be attributed to the fact that, the running times are bounded below at zero. Therefore, a log transformation of the running times usually is preferred. Figure 9 depicts two scatterplots with a 45
• line for reference; the left one showing the number of iterations while the right one showing the solution times on a doublelogarithmic scale. Both of them exhibit a linear trend. The majority of the points lie below the 45
• line, thus indicating that DNSA is generally slower.
However, in order to draw a valid statistical conclusion about the differences between the solution times or the number of iterations, a hypothesis testing is needed. To accomplish this, a decision must be made regarding the use of parametric or non-parametric statistical hypothesis test. We denote by d niter the vector of pairwise differences in number of iterations between DNSA and DNEPSA. By applying a one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to the sample of d niter , we take a p-value equal to 0.260 which is greater than 0.05. Therefore, there is no reason to doubt the distribution of d niter is normal and we can safely proceed to a paired-sample t-test. On the contrary, by applying again a one sample KolmogorovSmirnov test to the sample of d cpu , we take a p-value equal to 0.018 which is less than 0.05. Therefore, there is sufficient evidence to reject the normality assumption of the distribution of d cpu and thus we should proceed to a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test.
In the first case, the paired-sample t-test is actually a test on the differences between the number of iterations between DNSA and DNEPSA. If we denote by M the population mean of pairwise differences, then M = 0 indicates that on randomly generated problem instances the experimental performance of DNSA and DNEPSA is about the same. However, M > 0 implies that DNSA is likely to need more iterations whereas M < 0 implies that DNEPSA needs more iterations. Since, we have no a priori reason to consider either algorithm is doing less iterations, we will test the hypothesis that H 0 : M = 0 versus H 1 : M = 0. The mean difference in number of iterations (Mean = 423.27, Standard Error = 74.90, N = 30) was significantly greater than zero, t = 5.65, two-tail p < 0.05, verifying the conclusion that the two algorithms perform differently. A 95% confidence interval about mean difference in number of iterations is (270, 576), indicating that the mean difference in number of iterations is between 270 iterations and 576 iterations. Therefore, we reject H 0 and conclude that the algorithms perform differently. Since the values of the pairwise differences are all positive, we conclude that DNEPSA needs a lesser number of iterations than DNSA.
In the second case, the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test is a distribution-free hypothesis test for the population median. The Wilcoxon signed rank statistic W + is based on the sizes of the absolute values of the differences between observations of solution times. If we denote by M the population median of pairwise differences, then M = 0 indicates that on a randomly generated problem instances the experimental performance of DNSA and DNEPSA is about the same. Since we have no a priori reason to consider either algorithm is faster, we will test the hypothesis that H 0 : M = 0 versus H 1 : M = 0. The median differences in solution times is significantly different from zero (W + = 465, p < 0.05) providing evidence that the two algorithms perform differently. Therefore, we reject H 0 and conclude that the algorithms perform differently. Since the values of the pairwise differences are all positive, we conclude that DNEPSA performs more quickly than DNSA. It should be noted that the differences between the the null hypothesis of the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test and the paired-sample t-test, is that the median difference between pairs of observations, instead the mean difference between pairs, is zero.
Empirical complexity of DNEPSA using statistical analysis
Assuming an algorithm with expected running time T (n, m) = O (g(n, m) ), where g(n, m) is a function which the input length is parameterized by n, m, the estimated function O (g(n, m) ) is usually referred to as the empirical complexity of the algorithm [7] . The empirical complexity of DNEPSA presented in this Section, was based on a statistical analysis carried out using IBM PASW Statistics v.19. The research approach includes a stepwise multiple regression analysis. The response variables are (i) the number of iterations and (ii) the cpu time, while the predictor variables are a large number of variables that are combinations of n and m (e.g., logn, logm, n 2 , n 3 , m 2 , nm, nm 2 , etc.). A similar approach for the evaluation of the experimental performance of the classical Simplex algorithm for the linear programming problem was presented by Vanderbei in [30] as also in the papers [6, 8] .
R-squared (R 2 ), is usually called the coefficient of determination and equals to the ratio of the sum of squares explained by our regression model and the total sum of squares around the mean. Furthermore, adjusted R-squared (R 2 ) is a modification of R-squared that adjusts for the number of explanatory variables in a model. Unlike R-squared, the adjusted R-squared increases only if the new variable clearly improves the regression model (and not by chance).
The regression analysis, regarding the number of iterations, indicated the following regression equation (7.1), with an adjusted R-Squared value equal tō R 2 = 97.5% that is very nearly unity:
where a 1 = 775.991, b 1 = 1.45, and c 1 = −105.336. Hence, about 97.5% of variation in the number of iterations can be explained by the variables nlogm and √ n. However, the function g 1 (n, m) = nlogm is the one having the larger order of growth. In a similar way, the regression analysis regarding the cpu time needed to solve each problem instance based on the problem dimension, indicated the following regression equation (7.2) Figure 10 . Normal Q-Q Plot of standardized residuals.
Moreover, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) resulted p < 0.001, showing an absolute linear correlation between the variables of each regression equation. The fit of both polynomials (7.1) and (7.2) were quite good at 5% level of significance. The left and right plot of Figure 10 depicts the normal probability plots of the standardized residuals regarding the number of iterations and the cpu time respectively. The standardized residuals of both regressions are normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality tests p > 0.05 in both cases).
Therefore, the regression analysis indicates that the DNEPSA algorithm requires O(nlogm) number of iterations and O(mn 2 ) cpu time. Thus, DNEPSA has a polynomial empirical computational behavior regarding the required number of iterations and the cpu time, observed statistically.
Conclusions and future work
The mathematical proof of correctness, a detailed comparative computational study of DNEPSA and DNSA on sparse and dense random problem instances, a statistical analysis of the experimental results, and finally some new results on the empirical complexity of DNEPSA were presented in this paper. A subject for future work is the improvement of the performance of the algorithm by using special data structures for storing and updating the necessary variables. Such data structures include Fibonacci heaps [10] and dynamic trees [18, 29] . The data structures used in an algorithm, can greatly affect its performance. It would be very interesting to use such data structures and compare DNEPSA's performance against some state-of-the-art algorithms. Such state-of-the-art algorithms include RELAX IV [5] , combinatorial code CS2 [17] , interior-point code DLNET [28] , RNET [19] , and NETFLO [21] . The algorithm's behavior has also to be examined in some well-known pathological instances, as described in [31, 32] .
Furthermore, it would be interesting to develop a capacitated version of DNEPSA, although it is possible for any capacitated network to be transformed into an uncapacitated equivalent one by removing arc capacities. This technique is analytically described in [1] . The only drawback of this transformation is that, it increases the number of nodes in the network. However, in most cases, the original and transformed networks can be solved by algorithms of the same complexity. This is due to the reason that the transformed network possesses a special structure that permits us to design more efficient algorithms.
Moreover, statistical techniques were used in order to present for the first time some new experimental results on the empirical complexity of DNEPSA. The fit of both polynomials (7.1) and (7.2) were quite good at 5% level of significance. Furthermore, high adjusted R-Squared values equal to 97.5% and 97.4% for the estimation of the number of iterations and the total cpu time respectively, provide the required validity of our experimental results. However, it is well known that the statistical measures of an algorithm's complexity do not always tally with the mathematical counterpart. Thus, it is very interesting to also derive the computational complexity of DNEPSA with rigorous theoretical proofs.
Finally, it would be also interesting to develop a visualization software for the teaching of DNEPSA to students. Similar educational tools have been already developed for other network optimization algorithms, as in [3, 4] .
